One in Three Surveyed Private Non-Profit Institutions Qualifies for the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)

Share of surveyed four-year private non-profit institutions that qualify for PPP

- Unsure: 3%
- Does not qualify: 41%
- Qualifies: 32%
- Qualifies if student employees aren’t counted against employee threshold: 24%

Source: Poll of NACUBO member institutions, conducted April 21-24, 2020.
Most Surveyed Institutions and Their Auxiliary Units Have Not Received a Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) Loan

Share of surveyed institutions that received a PPP loan or have auxiliary units that received one

- **Four-Year Private, Non-Profit Institutions**
  - 74 schools
  - 7% Has received or been approved for PPP funds
  - 34% Has not received PPP funds
  - 60% Unsure

- **Four-Year Public Institutions**
  - 28 schools
  - 18% Has received or been approved for PPP funds
  - 7% Has not received PPP funds
  - 75% Unsure

- **Two-Year Public Institutions**
  - 12 schools
  - 17% Has received or been approved for PPP funds
  - 8% Has not received PPP funds
  - 75% Unsure

*Source: Poll of NACUBO member institutions, conducted April 21-24, 2020.*
Many Schools Remain Uncertain About Future Workforce Plans

Share of public and private non-profit institutions that are planning any new or additional changes in current staffing or salary levels

- Not sure: 41.0%
- Planning changes: 42.6%
- Not planning changes: 16.4%

Source: Poll of NACUBO member institutions, conducted April 21-24, 2020.
Hiring Freezes Are the Most Common Workforce Reduction Measure Enacted by Schools Reducing Staff Due to COVID-19

Number of surveyed schools implementing workforce reduction measures, by institution type

Source: Poll of NACUBO member institutions, conducted April 21-24, 2020.
Regionally, Eastern and Southern Schools Are More Likely to Have Enacted Hiring Freezes Due to COVID-19

Number of institutions implementing hiring freezes by regional organization membership

Note: Some states fall under the jurisdiction of multiple regional membership organizations. Texas falls under the jurisdiction of both SACUBO and WACUBO. Oklahoma falls under the jurisdiction of both SACUBO and CACUBO. Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia fall under the jurisdiction of both EACUBO and SACUBO. Ohio falls under the jurisdiction of both EACUBO and CACUBO.

Source: Poll of NACUBO member institutions, conducted April 21-24, 2020.